
Emergency Power at W1ZR 
 
Introduction 
 
In keeping with the recent emphasis on emergency communications, and following successful completion of the excellent 
EC1 course, I recently redesigned my station power system to provide for operation without ac mains during a power 
failure. This started with the simple purchase of a West Mountain Radio (http://www.westmountainradio.com/) “RIGrunner” 
from Del Schier, K1UHF, at the Newtown (CT) hamfest! This grew into a full DC power and distribution system, configured 
in a way that makes it an “uninterruptable power supply” or UPS. I thought others might be interested in how I set this up. 
 
1. The system design. 
 
The basic concept is simple and can be divided into three pieces as described below; 
 
1. Provide a proper dc distribution system so that all equipment needed can be powered by 12 VDC. (RIGrunner) 
 
2. Provide a 12 V rechargeable (battery) power source. (deep cycle, recombinant lead-acid) 
 
3. Add a charging system which will keep the battery above charged while in use and bring it back from discharge when 

power fails. (three-stage, 10A, automatic)  
 
The system is shown graphically below, details of each part follow: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some observations are perhaps in order. Consider the battery charger as a replacement for the power supply that you 
would buy to run your radio. The battery acts a bit like a very large final filter capacitor with the result that the charger need 
only supply the average current of all the simultaneously operating equipment, while the battery provides for the peaks! 
(much like the change in ham power supplies required for a 100 W AM transmitter, compared to a low duty cycle SSB 
transmitter, if you go back that far!) 
 
In my case, the HF radio needs (key down) a 20 A supply, the VHF, 10 A. The various DC powered accessory (keyer, 
RIGblaster, TNC…) equipment perhaps another 1 - 2 A. If my HF and VHF radios both can transmit together (as they 
would if I were on VHF packet while operating HF) I would need a 35 A supply to power everything from a single source. 
With the charger/battery arrangement, however, I need only to provide only about 5 - 6 A from the charger to keep the 
battery supplied during the time that I am operating. 
 
I calculated this considering the duty cycle of transmit periods. In a typical operating hour, I listen more than I talk and 
mostly use CW (SSB is similar). My specified receive current for each radios is 1 A (confirmed by measurement).  
 
My peak HF current runs around 15 A once tuned. If I actually transmit 10 min in an operating hour, and with CW at a 50% 
duty cycle while transmitting, we have; 
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HF;    1 A receive x 50/60 + 15 A x 0.5 x 10/60 = 2 A average 
 
For VHF Packet, I estimate that there are 30 ten second transmit bursts In an hour (I haven’t confirmed this, if you still use 
a DX cluster, you may want to check). During key down full power is used. 
 
VHF Packet;   1 A receive x 57/60 + 10 A x 1.0 x 3/60 = 1.45 A 
 
(Note that with 2M FM voice, the full transmit power is used the whole time the mike button is down.) 
 
Total during an operating hour is thus 2 + 1.45 + accessories = 4.5 – 5.5 A  
 
A ten amp charger and a 12 V recombinant (see below!) deep cycle battery cost more than a 35 A Astron supply, but less 
than the supplies from the two radio manufacturers. Unlike either of those, however, this arrangement continues to operate 
at full performance for about 11 hours (for an 80 AH battery such as I use). This with no switching or reconnecting of 
cables. 
 
2. What about that battery! 
 
The battery is at the core (no pun intended) of this arrangement. For a number of years I had considered doing something 
like this, but was put off by the hydrogen gas a lead-acid battery emits while under charge. This was not a showstopper, 
but either seemed to require moving the batteries outside the house, or the construction of a forced venting system from 
near the basement shack location. Otherwise, hydrogen gas would fill the corner of my basement and be detonated by the 
furnace pilot light requiring a new ham station at a minimum! 
 
Fortunately, technology has come to our rescue! In the past few years, while we were watching the development of 
transistors, the battery makers were having a revolution of their own. There are now a few technologies which provide for 
“recombinant” operation. In this development, most of the hydrogen isn’t released, but recombines with oxygen to form 
water. Thus you not only avoid blowing up your house, but you never need to add water! 
 
The technologies are called Absorbative Glass Mat (AGM) or RLVM. These batteries hold the electrolyte against the plates 
in a way that avoids (but doesn’t quite eliminate) the release of hydrogen during the charging cycle. A small amount of gas 
is released still, but it is considered sufficiently small that these batteries can be used in normal household ventilation and 
are used to power computer UPS systems in offices and motorized wheel chairs in nursing homes, for example. 
 
Fortuitously, these batteries are also “deep cycle”. A deep cycle battery, unlike you usual auto or marine “starting battery”, 
is designed so that it can be 75% discharged hundreds of times, rather than just a few times, and still provide full capacity.  
For more information about auto and deep cycle batteries, check http://www.uuhome.de/william.darden/  which seems an 
authoritative source. The battery I purchased was a Douglas DG 12-80 and they have the best specification sheet I have 
found at http://www.douglasbattery.com/gproducts/pdf/dg12-80.pdf 
This provides all the relevant data on battery operation.  
 
Watch the description carefully, not all “sealed” batteries are recombinant! Some just have no ports for water addition and 
provide a bit more water to start with, but emit all the hydrogen of an open battery. When the water level falls below the top 
of the plates they start to fail. Not good for deep cycle use, nor for avoiding explosion! Look for “AGM”, “RLVM” or “gel cell” 
if you want to minimize hydrogen emission. 
 
Once you have settled on the battery “family”, there are a bunch of battery ratings to consider. The most important one in 
our application is “capacity” in Ampere-Hours, or AH. As noted, my battery is rated for 80 AH. In an ideal world, that would 
mean I could draw 1 A for 80 hours or 80 A for one hour. Looking at the fine print one determines that this rating is for a 
given current. For my battery 80 AH is for a 4 A load, or 20 Hours. At a 7 A load, we can draw for 10 hours or get 70 AH. 
For one hour of discharge, we can only draw 49 A, so the rating drops to 49 AH. Interpolating, our 5.5 A load should 
discharge in about 15 hours.  When the battery manufacturers talk about discharge, they are specifying the time to 
discharge to 10.5 V. This is probably a lower voltage than we can use, especially considering copper losses (below). If we 
pick 11.5 V as our minimum useable voltage (you can find yours using an adjustable supply connected at the battery 
location and seeing when your radios stop being able to transmit, receive will generally continue to a lower battery voltage 
due to reduced copper loss), 75% of the 10.5 V AH rating should be about right. The battery will last longer at this rate as 
well. For 100% discharge, my battery can repeat the cycle almost 200 times (to 60% capacity retention, 100 times to stay 
at 100%). At 75% this increases to 300 (200 for 100% retention), 400 at 50% and 1200 cycles for 30% discharge each 
cycle.   
 
The RIGrunner has an alarm which can be set to let you know when you have dropped to 11.5 V. It may be a good idea to 
stop transmitting before everything dies. With my HF output set to just keep working, I was told I had keyclicks 100 KHz 



from my carrier, so perhaps it should recommended that you determine the characteristics of your transmitter when 
operated below rated voltage! 
 
4. Charger System.  
 
There are a lot of chargers out there! In order to be able to achieve the battery life described above, the charger needs to 
be able to support multiple phases of recharge, as well as different characteristics for different battery types. The following 
from Guest literature (http://www.guestco.com/Chargepro/chargepro.html): 
 
Stage 1: Bulk - When the battery is at 75% capacity or lower the charger pumps high amps at a low voltage. This is best for 
the battery.  
Stage 2: Absorption - As the battery is charged to 75% capacity, the charger lowers the amps and increases voltage (never 
exceeding battery's designed voltage maximums) to gradually bring the batteries to full charge. Our chargers never boil off 
electrolytes or harm gel cells.  
Stage 3: Maintenance - When batteries are fully charged the charger drops voltage to a maintenance level and gently 
maintains the battery at a full charge. 
 
The alternative, again from Guest literature (no doubt wanting you to buy their version, but some merit none the less!); 
 
Linear Chargers - When the battery is fully charged, units shut off until battery drops to 90% capacity and then turns on to 
bring it back to full charge. Result - Deep cycles have limited cycles built into them thereby reducing life of the batteries. 
Other types of batteries are charged at a higher voltage rate, which also reduces life. 
 
For my station, I chose a Guest model 2610 which provides up to 10 A charge current in three stages, or two independent 
5 A outputs to charge two batteries simultaneously. I have permanently mounted this adjacent to my station, however, a 
portable style charger could also be used and moved to the garage, boat, or RV as needed. One down side to a “smart” 
charger, I note hash around 3.58 MHz, no doubt due to an internal processor clock. The level was S4, lower than typical 
background this time of year. I reduced to S2 by threading the charger to battery cable through an on-hand HF toroid core. 
I will do some more filtering or grounding experimentation and see if I can get it better. A quick fix, if troublesome would be 
to pull AC power off while on the CT CWN, Fortunately it disappears below 3550 and doesn’t appear on higher (or lower) 
ham bands. 
 
 
3. Watch “copper loss”! 
 
Everyone “knows” that wire has resistance, however we are a bit conditioned to think that if there is 12 V at one end of a 
pair of wires, it will also be at the other end! While the difference is slight in the realm of low level stages, here we’re talking 
real Amps and a resulting voltage drop. If we have six feet of wire between the battery and the RIGrunner and another six 
to the radio(s), that’s 12 feet of two wires in series or 24 feet of wire to deal with. The following table illustrates the results: 
 
   

AWG  20A V @ Equip V @ Equip 
size ohms/Kft drop@6X4' @ 13.8 V @ 12.0 V 

8 0.6405 0.3074 13.5 11.7 
9 0.8077 0.3877 13.4 11.6 
10 1.018 0.4886 13.3 11.5 
12 1.619 0.7771 13.0 11.2 
14 2.575 1.2360 12.6 10.8 
16 4.094 1.9651 11.8 10.0 
18 6.51 3.1248 10.7 8.9 
20 10.35 4.9680 8.8 7.0 

 
I have highlighted the entries for # 10 and # 16 wire to make the point. What this says is if your radio draws 20 A and you 
have it connected via 6 plus 6 feet of # 16 wire to a typical 13.8 V power supply, it will still see 11.8 V at the equipment and 
will likely work fine. It may work fine on the battery if the charger is holding the voltage up well above 12, but when the 
charger is off and the battery is on it’s way down, it is very unlikely for the radio to work at the 10 V it will see! Move to # 10 
wire and it is likely to work, but you’d better check! My deep cycle battery spec. says it will deliver 12 V until discharged 
50% and then 11.5 at 75% discharged.  
 



Please note, if your HF radio pulls 20A and your VHF 10, and they will be on together, you will have 1.5 times the “drop” 
shown. Of course, if you follow the amateur rules and “use the minimum power required to support the communication” you 
may be able to use much less current. Unfortunately, HF radios that I have checked do not reduce input current as fast as 
they reduce output power; still it may be a significant benefit. 
 
What can you do? Use as heavy wire as you can find/afford/terminate/bend. Make it as short as possible. West Mountain 
Radio provides # 10 and # 12 wire in various lengths, preterminated, at attractive prices. Marine supply dealers have nice 
tinned, extra flexible, red/black “duplex” wire in an outer jacket in various sizes. By the way, they have all the other pieces 
you need for this operation except the RIGrunner, which comes directly from West Mountain Radio or your ham dealer. 
Auto supply dealers may be another source, but I am more familiar with marine dealers in my area. Marine dealers also 
have “primary” wire in much larger sizes, however you will have to have an intermediate connection block to transition to a 
size that will fit in a “power pole” connector if you use the RIGrunner. 
 
I have used a pair of 6 foot # 10 feeds between the battery and my RIGrunner, terminating in two RIGrunner connections (I 
reduced the fuse of each position to 30 A). This reduced the drop in that leg by half. If you use this approach, I suggest you 
put the two together on a the load side of a single 40 A fuse at the battery to prevent frying sounds if something shorts on 
the other side of the RIGrunner! It is rated for 40A service. 
 
Other Thoughts; 
 
One topic I didn’t mention is other loads you may wish to consider depending on your environment. A key possibility is 
lighting. I considered including DC lighting in my plan, however, have deferred that for the moment at least.  Marine dealers 
(probably not the cheapest source of DC lights) have various boat cabin lights available. High efficiency focused lights 
typically draw 2 A, While a 50 W standard (12V) bulb will draw more than 4 A, or almost as much as the radio equipment! 
This will reduce your operating time to half. I have some dry battery lanterns I thought I’d use, and may go to some kind of 
fuel powered light in the future. 
 
I also have not provided an inverter to generate 120 VAC. This is something I will consider, however, they are known as 
RFI generators (anyone have comments?) and I don’t see them as terribly important for radio work. In a non-emergency 
power failure, I can imagine a request to run the refrigerator or furnace from time to time, and that may be a capability 
worth having if the load is reasonable. It could be portable and used in the car or boat, once I get them “power poled”.  
 
This approach is straightforward, but I was surprised how thin my MasterCard was after buying all this! If you are not ready 
to commit to this level of effort or expense, I think you could sneak up on it. Perhaps you already have a charger for other 
purposes and could find a partially used battery to use for a few years. Another thought (from K1UHF) is to use your 
current radio supply to keep a battery charged up (on float). This needs to be watched carefully both from an overcharge 
and a hydrogen emission standpoint, but might be good if the battery were on its way to the recycle bin anyway.  


